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SUMMARY:
... The Supreme Court's 5-4 decision in Grutter v. Bollingermakes clear that affirmative action policies in the United
States are not going to disappear anytime soon. ... Affirmative action was designed to do two things, declared the initial
court decisions: eliminate "the effects of past racial discriminatory practices and . . . make meaningful in the immediate
future the constitutional guarantees against racial discrimination . . . ." When a contractor challenged the executive order
program, arguing that it required race preferences and violated Title VII, one court rebuffed the challenge, explaining
that Title VII
... Therefore, race as a BFOQ is today usually implicit, and sometimes explicit, in discussion of teacher
hiring for minority students. ... More recently, in Taxman v. Board of Education,the Third Circuit
rejected the diversity argument in the laying off of a white teacher and the retention of an AfricanAmerican, further elaborating the emerging position that, though the Constitution might allow
instrumental affirmative action, equal opportunity under Title VII must be backward-looking and based
on discrimination. ... In 2003, the amicus brief in the Michigan cases from a group of big businesses
showed full conversion to the idea of diversity and instrumental affirmative action/race BFOQ. ...
TEXT:
[*677] The Supreme Court's 5-4 decision in Grutter v. Bollinger n1 makes clear that affirmative action policies in
the United States are not going to disappear anytime soon. At the same time, the legal arguments defended in the case
reflect a significant evolution in how the law understands affirmative action and, more broadly, the use of race in
selection processes. Initially, federal judges viewed race-conscious affirmative action as both a realistic political
response to civil rights inequities and as an effective remedy for a long history of legal discrimination. n2 Today, while
this traditional defense of the policy continues to have many supporters, n3 affirmative action is increasingly being
justified not as a remedy to historical discrimination and inequality, but as an instrumentally rational strategy used to
achieve the positive effects of racial and gender diversity in modern society. n4
[*678] Elite universities were the first to openly and proudly propound an instrumental rationale for affirmative
action, and Justice Powell's famous Regents of University of California v. Bakke decision affirmed their vision. Powell
rejected a defense of affirmative action based on discrimination or inequality of groups n5 while proclaiming a
compelling state interest in maintaining diversity in higher education. n6 Justice O'Connor embraced this rationale in
Grutter, saying little about rectifying past wrongs and promoting greater equities and instead emphasizing the
importance of diversity for higher education and for the broader United States society, particularly for our national
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security and business. n7 Relying on amicus briefs from Fortune 500 companies and retired military leaders, O'Connor
defended diversity as a compelling state interest in part on the grounds that it "better prepares students for an
increasingly diverse workforce and society, and better prepares them as professionals. . . . The skills needed in today's
increasingly global marketplace can only be developed through exposure to widely diverse people, cultures, ideas, and
viewpoints." n8
There are a number of possible reasons for the legal shift towards this more instrumental and forward-looking
approach to defending affirmative action. Perhaps it is just another example of what Derrick Bell has called "interestconvergence"--that civil rights progress occurs only in moments when it benefits white elites, whether for economic
profit or national security. n9 Just as Brown v. Board of Education's historic prohibition of segregation came in a
context of the United States military promoting diversity on behalf of national security, here again in the wake of
terrorist attacks--a new national crisis--the Court appears to be paying attention to the views of retired military leaders
and powerful business forces that claim affirmative action protects their interests. n10 Or perhaps the emphasis reflects
a strategic move by affirmative action proponents in response to the Supreme [*679] Court's narrowing of the policy
over the last two decades. n11 Responding to the Court's decision in Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education, both
Kathleen Sullivan and Randall Kennedy proposed instrumental reasons to maintain a diverse workforce, providing such
examples as "improving . . . services to black constituencies, averting racial tension over the allocation of jobs in a
community, or increasing the diversity of a work force . . . ." n12 A decade later, in response to the Adarand
Constructors, Inc. v. Pena decision, more legal academics promoted alternative rationales for legitimizing affirmative
action, n13 while the Justice Department promoted expanding the use of "operational needs" and "forward looking"
programs. n14 In defending affirmative action in 2003, the University of Michigan's lawyers made a similar choice: As
Eric Foner wrote shortly after the decision, "Partly because they assumed, correctly, that Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
a strong critic of the idea of 'societal racism,' would turn out to be the swing vote in a 5-to-4 decision, Michigan's
lawyers decided to emphasize not persistent racial inequality but the educational value of racial diversity." n15
Although these arguments certainly represent part of this change in legitimating affirmative action, the new
diversity emphasis also builds on wide-spread practices in society. Public and private employers have long used
instrumental reasons to defend race-conscious hiring in the areas of education, community safety, national security, and
business. n16 In many instances, employers believe, rightly or wrongly, that hiring persons of a [*680] particular
racial or ethnic background is a bona-fide occupational qualification ("BFOQ") that is important in the provision of
services or the making, marketing, and design of some product. n17 Usually, employers hire someone to interact with
co-ethnic or co-racial clientele or to improve the internal efficiency of the organization by matching workers (who are
often immigrants) with co-ethnics or co-racials. Immigration has provided more incentives for strategic race- or
ethnicity-based hiring. In immigrant-rich metropolises and cities with large black populations, private businesses match
employees with their clients' race or ethnic background. The notion of hiring for "diversity" because of the positive
benefits of difference-conscious hiring has made the use of race BFOQs a business practice taken for granted.
Until recently, this form of race BFOQ has been widely considered illegal. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, for
instance, explicitly prohibits its use in employment. n18 Thus, the Grutter decision represents the most prominent court
action in narrowing a long-standing disjuncture between law in practice and law on the books, furthering other federal
court decisions that have increasingly allowed race BFOQs in employment. But the move to acknowledge the
instrumental use of race in society has led to a new set of inconsistencies within the law. As we will show, race BFOQs
have become accepted in certain areas of the law (especially higher education admissions and police and law
enforcement hiring, and tacitly accepted in some business hiring, particularly in settings dominated by immigrant
workers) and yet rejected in other areas (e.g., the hiring of teachers and the enabling of descriptive political
representation under the Voting Rights Act). From our discussion, it seems clear that instrumental affirmative action is
not limited to the First Amendment exception in higher education; n19 how far it expands under law, however, is quite
unclear and remains a matter with no uniformity among federal judges.
Moreover, if the law is catching up with American society in terms of [*681] race consciousness, we need to ask
whether this is a good move. The legal evolution raises two significant points about the alliance between affirmative
action law and societal use of race as a BFOQ in the United States. First, this instrumental form of affirmative action
appears to be replacing the more traditional affirmative action model that was designed to rectify historical or prevent
current discrimination. Early affirmative action decisions legitimated the policy's use to overcome discrimination and
inequality by improving opportunities for African-Americans and other minorities. n20 Instrumental affirmative action
based on the BFOQ or an instrumental use of ethno-racial difference has a very different quality. It recognizes ethnoracial pluralism as a good thing, but for reasons that are more likely to emphasize economics, community and social
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stability. n21 And unlike traditional affirmative action law, its logic is based on considerations of the present or future,
ignoring historical discrimination and in turn, ignoring structural power differences. n22
Second, by embracing the BFOQ logic, the Court seems to have forgotten why judges and legislators were initially
reluctant to have any form of race-based BFOQ and why they consistently argued for an extremely narrow reading of
the law in areas where an exception to employment discrimination is allowed (e.g., gender, disability, and age). n23
Courts traditionally restricted the use of BFOQs because they believed it rested in deeply-seated stereotypes that are
harmful to the targeted group. n24 The BFOQ rests on the belief that there is something essential about the behavior
[*682] (or, as K. Anthony Appiah has termed, a "script" n25) of the demographic group. Race theorists have long
dismissed this argument: Race consciousness needs to be recognized, and either defended or critiqued, with the
understanding that it is premised in historical context and is shaped by social-political forces, not biology. n26 We will
show that many of the new arguments about instrumental affirmative action deviate from the old understandings of race
in law as a politically, legally, and historically constructed concept and instead discuss the concept uncritically in
biological terms. Moreover, judges ought to be wary that the current use of instrumental affirmative action and race
BFOQs can continue to limit as much as it can create opportunity, trapping groups into certain positions and
hierarchical categories. At the least, judges and legal scholars need to start asking what the underlying foundations of
anti-discrimination and affirmative action law should be and how these foundations are best addressed. n27
What does this shift to instrumental affirmative action mean for the comparative study of civil rights law? For
comparative analysis, this shift is significant because it is a shift from affirmative action based on specific facts of
American history (centuries of slavery followed by the Jim Crow system of apartheid, as well as widespread
discrimination against groups both native and migrating to the United States) and the specifics of American law (the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fourteenth Amendment) to perceived organizational imperatives rooted in racial
differences. Instrumental affirmative action can work and be understood in the same way in any national context where
there are perceived differences between group cultures, especially where there is group segregation and hierarchy.
We begin with a brief discussion of the historical background of affirmative action and the BFOQ. In Section II, we
show the extensive use of race BFOQs in society and increasingly in law, focusing on policing, [*683] education,
business, and voting rights. In the conclusion, we return to the questions raised here.
I. THE FUNDAMENTALS OF ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW--COLOR-BLINDNESS, AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION, AND A VERY NARROW EXCEPTION FOR BFOQS
American policymakers designed Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to combat discrimination on the basis of
race, national origin, sex, and religion. n28 The Supreme Court has stated that Congress passed Title VII because "sex,
race, religion, and national origin are not relevant to the selection, evaluation, or compensation of employees." n29
Based on a "colorblind" model of workplace justice, Title VII's enforcement mechanisms were not self-executing.
Individuals who believed they had suffered discrimination were to bring complaints to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission ("EEOC"), created by the new law to investigate discrimination complaints. The EEOC was
to determine if discrimination had in fact occurred, and if so, to attempt conciliation with the employer. If it failed, it
could ask the Justice Department to take the employer to court.
The Johnson administration pursued a parallel strategy with Executive Order 11246, declaring that federal
government contractors could not discriminate on the basis of race, religion or national origin. n30 Though not as farreaching as Title VII, this regulation had more teeth, as it required an undefined "affirmative action" to win contracts,
and carried the threat of contract termination or debarment. n31 The executive order assigned enforcement
responsibility to the Labor Department's new Office of Federal Contract Compliance ("OFCC"). n32
Soon after its passage, administrators in both the EEOC and OFCC and judges quickly saw a need for colorconscious means to enforce Title VII and Executive Order 11246. The EEOC ordered firms and unions covered by the
Act to report to the government the number of government-designated minorities on their payrolls, and at what
positions. n33 The EEOC and federal courts later concluded that any practice leading to a disparate impact on the
hiring or promotion or firing of minorities was discriminatory, n34 and some courts ordered the use of racial quotas as
a remedy for past discrimination. n35 The executive efforts also moved to race-consciousness, [*684] as
administrators interpreted the "affirmative action" section of Johnson's 1965 order to require counting and monitoring
contractor workforces according to ethno-racial backgrounds (white, black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Native
American, including Eskimos and Aleuts). n36 Private industries and labor unions quickly made use of affirmative
action as well, doing so voluntarily, when ordered by courts, or through consent decrees. n37
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Since the Nixon Administration, employment affirmative action has referred to a combination of pro-active,
sometimes difference-blind efforts to assemble a pool of job applicants that includes members of various minority
groups. These efforts include such things as posting a message promising equal opportunity in job ads and advertising
widely, including in areas where minorities and women can be reached. The more controversial affirmative action, and
one demanded of government contractors since 1970, involves the setting of minority and women hiring "goals" and
"timetables" outlining when these goals are to be achieved. By the end of Richard Nixon's first term, there were many
legally-sanctioned race-conscious practices. The EEOC was asking employers to monitor the racial composition of the
workforces and remedy underutilization of designated minority groups. In the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of
1972, the Commission gained the power to sue those employers where there were complaints and whose employment
numbers showed underutilization. n38 It arrived at these practices pragmatically, in pursuit of its mandate to prevent
discrimination in the workplace. n39
The meaning of affirmative action, then, was embedded within discrimination law, and it maintained the concept of
a traditional legal remedy, even if the government contractor had not been specifically found to commit the act of
discrimination. Affirmative action was designed to do two things, declared the initial court decisions: eliminate "the
effects of past racial discriminatory practices and . . . make meaningful in the immediate future the constitutional
guarantees against racial discrimination . . . ." n40 When a contractor challenged the executive order program, arguing
that it required race preferences and violated Title VII, one court rebuffed the challenge, explaining that Title VII
provides a remedy for a long-continued denial of vital rights [*685] of minorities and of every
American--the right to equality before the law--the right in every walk of life in a land whose philosophy
is that 'all men are created equal,' to an equal chance of employment in keeping with his ability . . . .
There has, as the evidence here shows, come a time when firmness must be used against all who do not
feel able or inclined to cooperate in the equal employment effort. The statute and the Executive Order
(11246) implementing it are in full keeping with the constitutional guarantee of the rights of all citizens.
n41
In Contractors Ass'n v. Secretary of Labor, n42 the first case to uphold the Philadelphia Plan, an affirmative action
program designed to integrate construction industries in the city of Philadelphia, the court argued that the purpose of the
executive order was to promote "remedial action under other authority designed to overcome existing evils . . . .
Discriminatory practices exclude available minority manpower from the labor pool . . . . 'Congress did not intend to
freeze an entire generation of Negro employees into discriminatory patterns that existed before the Act.'" n43 In
Associated General Contractors, Inc. v. Altshuler, n44 the court described affirmative action as "a 'covenant for present
performance' which will hopefully have the effect of abolishing the results of past discriminations in the construction
industry regardless of who was at fault in the past." n45 Meanwhile, in the first decision decided by a high court, the
Supreme Court of Washington held affirmative action to be constitutional at the University of Washington Law School
in order "to prevent the perpetuation of discrimination and to undo the effects of past segregation." n46 Finally, in
United Steelworkers v. Weber, n47 the Supreme Court emphatically demanded for compliance with Title VII a
backward-looking, compensatory or remedial rationale for affirmative action programs. It upheld an employment
affirmative action program under Title VII if it was temporary, did not unnecessarily harm white workers, and was
"designed to break down old patterns of racial segregation and hierarchy." n48
The BFOQ, meanwhile, was not a method used to respond to racial discrimination, but a narrow exception to
discrimination law and arguably one of the many loopholes added to Title VII to enable its passage with the [*686]
support of moderates and conservative Republicans. n49 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act allows an exception to the
prohibition of discrimination in the workplace "on the basis of religion, sex, or national origin in those certain instances
where religion, sex, or national origin is a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal
operation of that particular business or enterprise . . . ." n50 The notion of the BFOQ, unlike traditional affirmative
action policies designed to remedy past discrimination, means that there are certain employment situations in which a
person's sex, religion, or national origin is itself an important job requirement. n51
Congress explicitly excluded race from the statutory definition of a BFOQ. Senator Joseph Clark, in fact, gave a
broad interpretation of the BFOQ provision that the EEOC and federal courts later ignored, favoring instead a much
narrower approach. However, though vague and loose in their understanding of the BFOQ concept, members of
Congress in both houses were clear in their rejection of a BFOQ for race. Southern members of Congress offered an
amendment to add a race BFOQ, arguing that the lack of a race BFOQ would hurt black-owned businesses in the South.
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These businesses should have been able to maintain an identity as a black business, they argued, because some sold
black products, such as "hair straightener" and "skin whitener." One member brought up the Harlem Globetrotters
basketball team, and another mentioned the need for a black actor for performances of Shakespeare's "Othello."
Congress rejected the amendment, but without a clear explanation. The majority apparently believed the Southerners
were being disingenuous and actually wanted to create a loophole for whites to prefer whites. n52
Whatever the reason, Congress was obviously acting in a specific historical context; the goal of eliminating race
from hiring decisions was so [*687] dominant and taken-for-granted that the majority saw excluding race from BFOQ
exceptions as self-evidently correct. In contrast, they allowed the BFOQ exception in situations where Congress was
clearly less concerned about discrimination. n53 The inclusion of sex into Title VII, for example, was only introduced
as a strategic maneuver by opponents to kill the bill, not as part of a broader consensus among legislators. n54
Federal courts soon made moves to limit the extent of this potential loophole. Congressional double-standards on
gender matters quickly came under attack at the EEOC and later by the federal courts as the most famous cases on the
matter have involved gender stereotypes in the hiring of airline flight attendants and criminal justice officers. n55 The
Supreme Court would eventually hold that the test is whether the proposed BFOQ relates "to the 'essence' . . . or to the
'central mission of the employer's business.'" n56 Since then, courts have consistently struck down BFOQs in gender
cases because they believed it implied that gender stereotypes were involved. Employers, for instance, attempted to
defend the hiring of women as airline attendants because the job required someone who was both maternal and sexy. In
Wilson v. Southwest Airlines Co., n57 the court did not dispute evidence that Southwest's unique, feminized image that
emphasized "love" and flight attendants in hot-pants "played and continues to play an important role in the airline's
success." n58 Nonetheless, the court rejected women-only flight attendants because Southwest Airlines' "primary
function is to transport passengers safely and quickly from one point to another," rather than to sell "vicarious sex
entertainment." n59
When confronted directly with the Title VII statute, courts have consistently overturned race BFOQs, even when
they offer additional dicta to [*688] suggest their general support of the idea. n60 Nonetheless, as we will show in the
next section, federal courts have increasingly allowed what amount to race BFOQs, either by resting on the Fourteenth
Amendment instead of Title VII or by just avoiding the legal specifics entirely. Justice O'Connor's decision in Grutter,
then, is only the latest to effectively combine the spirit of the race BFOQ with affirmative action law. This reflects what
has long been happening with public and private employers, who use it either as a response to public demand or unrest,
with the backing of explicit government reports, or in everyday business activity. This activity and the ways in which
federal courts have responded to it is the subject of Section II.
II. RACE BFOQS IN PRACTICE AND LAW
A. Police and Law Enforcement
Police departments have used racial criteria in hiring minority police officers for more than a century. As in other
spheres of society, race was initially used to discriminate against African-Americans. In the nineteenth century, police
jobs were patronage jobs, and although some blacks became police officers as rewards for party loyalty, as officers they
often faced violence from citizens and white police officers alike. n61 In response, many of those police departments
that continued to hire blacks became segregated. n62 W. Marvin Dulaney explains, "Most departments controlled the
hostility in a number of ways: assigning African-American police officers to plainclothes, restricting them to beats or
assignments in African-American neighborhoods, prohibiting them from arresting whites, and having other officers
support them against public violence." n63 Many departments also believed that black police were better qualified to
enforce the law in black neighborhoods. n64
In the 1960s, there began various efforts at change and increased efforts [*689] to integrate police forces. n65 The
impetus for this change, however, was less the civil rights movement and the broader spirit of nondiscrimination than
the police departments' fear of violence in their communities. Violence and protest swept across America's cities,
sometimes erupting into huge, bloody riots, most often in black neighborhoods. Young black males burned and looted
stores owned by whites and fought with local police. In most instances, the triggering event of the violence was the
perception of an unjust arrest or police brutality committed by white police against black citizens. To manage the crisis,
policymakers hastily considered reforms. Following the Watts riot in Los Angeles, for example, Office of Economic
Opportunity Director Sargent Shriver admonished the Los Angeles police department for its terrible police-community
relations and especially the alienation of blacks from their local police forces. n66 A federal task force found that a
serious commitment to community relations offices existed in only thirty-eight percent of cities with populations over
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100,000, and at many of those, the offices were obscure or poorly-staffed afterthoughts. n67 This report also assumed
the wisdom of race as a BFOQ for community relations, commenting that "the community must be willing also to have
a genuinely integrated policy force . . . ." n68
After a riot in Newark, a White House aide told Vice President Hubert Humphrey of a need for more black police
officers there to lessen hostility, and Attorney General Ramsey Clark reported to President Johnson of the related
problem of trying to quell violence with an all-white National Guard. He explained that "the deployment of military
forces composed almost entirely of whites heightened the tension and anger in the Newark riot area," and added,
"Undoubtedly, a visible Negro presence would have made it easier for peaceably inclined persons to support the Guard's
efforts and would have had a general moderating effect on the residents of the area." n69 A government report on a riot
in Detroit also urged that more blacks be hired in the police and National Guard, and before The National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders, also known as the Kerner Commission, even finished its hearings, it communicated to
Johnson the urgent need for blacks in the National Guard, adding that "the Commission believes strongly that this
deficiency must be corrected as soon as [*690] possible." n70
The Commission, created by President Johnson to recommend policies to combat the riots, added its own
recommendations for race-conscious hiring in its final report. It argued that police that are mostly white "can serve as a
dangerous irritant; a feeling may develop that the community is not being policed to maintain civil peace but to maintain
the status quo." n71 Moreover:
contact with Negro officers can help to avoid stereotypes and prejudices in the minds of white officers.
Negro officers also can increase departmental insight into ghetto problems, and provide information
necessary for early anticipation of the tensions and grievances that can lead to disorders . . . [and] there is
evidence that Negro officers also can be particularly effective in controlling any disorders that do break
out. n72
The report urged more efforts to recruit more African Americans, and those officers "should be so assigned as to ensure
that the police department is fully and visibly integrated." n73
A 1973 report by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals was far more
elaborate and set up the basic approach of police departments today: race is a BFOQ, departments should have racial
goals in hiring to match the demographics of the community, but should not take the race of an individual applicant into
account when making any particular hiring decision. Labeled as "Standard 13.3" the report was clear--"when a
substantial ethnic minority population resides within the jurisdiction, the policy agency should take affirmative action to
achieve a ratio of minority group employees in approximate proportion to the makeup of the population." n74 Urging
moves beyond African-Americans, the report stated its instrumental logic to minority hiring: "Whenever there is a
substantial ethnic minority population in any jurisdiction, no matter what the ethnic group may be, the police service
can be improved by employing qualified members of that group." n75 This was because:
[*691] to police a minority community with only white police officers can be misinterpreted as an
attempt to maintain an unpopular status quo rather than to maintain the civil peace . . . minority officers
can break down prejudice and stereotypes in the minds of majority officers, and . . . minority officers are
better able to police a minority community because of their familiarity with the culture. n76
To hire a more diverse workforce, the commission advocated eliminating all qualifications that were not
specifically necessary for police work. Perceived deficiencies of height, weight, or vision could be compensated for by
other skills, such as language. But even the recruiting methods had race-conscious, instrumental aspects. There was a
race BFOQ for recruiters since "minority recruiters can establish rapport with the audience and demonstrate that police
agencies want and need minority personnel. The minority recruiters are more familiar with minority community
attitudes; this facilitates communication." n77 Use of minorities as recruiters was successful in Phoenix, Washington,
Kansas City, New York and Detroit. n78 Other suggested techniques for recruitment included using minority
community leaders for recruitment and use of depictions of minority officers on television, billboards, and newspaper
advertisements. In terms of retention, the guidelines stated discrimination and opportunities for advancement should be
eliminated and that minorities "should be deployed in minority neighborhoods but not restricted to working there." n79
These concerns were not temporary. The perception that blacks would be needed on the police force for effective
law enforcement became entrenched and widespread. Police practices in the following decades showed a few
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innovations but mostly held true to the uneasy race BFOQ vision of the late 1960s-early 1970s commissions. They
maintained the effort to achieve an effective, racially proportional force. One analysis of police reforms in the 1980s, for
example, described the problem of a new white police chief in Oakland, a city with a large black population. The chief
"acknowledged that he simply had to hire blacks and minorities." n80 He succeeded. By 1983, Oakland's finest went
from fifteen percent minority to forty percent. n81
In the 1980s, the Houston police department began to try to improve [*692] community relations by instituting
programs of cultural training, increasing contacts of police with minorities, police attendance of community meetings,
classes in conversational Spanish, and classes in black culture to learn how African-Americans "live and think." n82 To
gain closer day-to-day contact and better relations, Houston and many other cities have set up police "storefronts" in
different neighborhoods. Designed to fit in with the local community (some departments in our interviews refer to them
as "multicultural storefronts"), they arose partly in response from public pressure to "do something visibly special" for
minorities. n83
In general, police departments have tried to diversify within the confines of the law, meaning that they have done
so without explicitly hiring on the basis of race (with the exception of situations involving specified consent-decrees).
Attempting to diversify without specifying explicitly the need for police officers of certain race and ethnic backgrounds
has led departments to be creative in their hiring approaches. There are, however, limits to color-blind strategies. For
example, non-Latino white officers can learn any language and be trained in any ethnic culture until they capture all of
the nuances--but this does not guarantee that the locals will trust them. Jerome Skolnick and David Bayley reported that
in some neighborhoods in Houston, all officers and aides were bilingual. Still, Skolnick and Bailey write that "Spanishspeaking people will sometimes wait for days until they see a police car driven by an Hispanic-looking officer before
filing a complaint about a crime." n84
Reports in the 1990s continue to cite the same commission reports from the late 1960s on the need for demographic
matching; the urban riots live on in police practices. n85 The difference is that immigration shifts and declining nonLatino white population proportions have added a new urgency to the efforts. n86 The same recruiting techniques
continue to be used, such as using co-racials for recruiting, using community leaders and organizations, and using
cultural awareness training. n87
Moves in any one department toward accommodation of cultural diversity can be driven by a variety of forces,
either pressure from below or above, or changes in the organization itself. Frederick Lynch's account of reform in the
Los Angeles Sheriff's Department shows some impetus for change coming first from a state law, 1989 AB 2680, that
required the [*693] California Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission to develop training and guidelines
for law enforcement officers on cultural differences and race. n88 A report in 1992 warned that the department had a
racial and ethnic imbalance and did not correspond to the area adequately. n89 In the summer of 1994, Chief Sheriff
Sherman Block decided, apparently on his own, that the department had to change to be more accommodating to
cultural diversity and dispense with its old "one-size-fits all" approach. n90 According to Lynch, it was taken for
granted that demographics were changing and the "department should mirror the population." n91
In the courts, judges have struggled with the consistent push for race BFOQs for police. Because Title VII is
explicit with regards to the exclusion of race as a category for a BFOQ, cases dealing with race as a BFOQ have
generally upheld the statute. In Detroit Police Officers Ass'n v. Young, n92 the city defended an affirmative action
program to hire black police officers in part by arguing that "blacks can communicate and cooperate better with blacks
than can whites." n93 The court disagreed: An "operational needs" argument could not justify an exception to the
BFOQ. But where the BFOQ has had more support under the law has been in matters involving not Title VII but the
Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection clause. Equal Protection cases require that government laws which attempt
to make distinctions on the basis of race or national origin be both "compelling" and "narrowly tailored." In fact, the
Sixth Circuit overturned Young on exactly these grounds--it rejected the city's BFOQ argument but accepted it under the
Equal Protection clause. Relying on many of the government taskforces cited above, the court wrote:
The argument that police need more minority officers is not simply that blacks communicate better
with blacks or that a police department should cater to the public's desires. Rather, it is that effective
crime prevention and solution depend heavily on the public support and cooperation which result only
from public respect and confidence in the police. In short, the focus is not on the superior performance of
minority officers, but on the public's perception of law enforcement officials and institutions. It is
therefore apparent that the district court misconstrued this justification for affirmative action, and that the
justification offered by defendants is a [*694] substantial one. n94
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Sometimes, this type of instrumental logic is simply offered as dicta to give further legitimacy to affirmative action
efforts to remedy situations of extreme discrimination in police departments. n95 In others, the Fourteenth Amendment
has been used to promote race BFOQs that fit around the statute's provisions. A series of decisions by Judge Posner of
the Seventh Circuit has extended this argument even in the absence of discrimination. In Wittmer v. Peters, n96 for
instance, Posner held that a county prison could hire a black officer for a boot camp:
The black lieutenant is needed because the black inmates are believed unlikely to play the
correctional game of brutal drill sergeant and brutalized recruit unless there are some blacks in authority
in the camp. This is not just speculation, but is backed up by expert evidence that the plaintiffs did not
rebut. The defendants' experts--recognized experts in the field of prison administration--did not rely on
generalities about racial balance or diversity; did not, for that matter, defend a goal of racial balance.
They opined that the boot camp in Greene County would not succeed in its mission of pacification and
reformation with as white a staff as it would have had if a black male had not been appointed to one of
the lieutenant [*695] slots. n97
In Reynolds v. City of Chicago, n98 Posner responded to race-specific employment decisions by the city that they
defended as justifiable
not . . . as a remedy against past discrimination against Hispanics--the disparity between the percentage
of Hispanic policemen and the percentage of Hispanic Chicagoans in 1990 was due largely to the rapid
growth of the city's Hispanic population in the 1980s--but that it was justifiable in order to make the
police force more effective in performing its duties. n99
Further, Posner argued:
Effective police work, including the detection and apprehension of criminals, requires that the police
have the trust of that community and that they are more likely to have it if they have 'ambassadors' to the
community of the same ethnicity. . . .
....
. . . Especially in a period of heightened public concern with the dangers posed by international
terrorism, effective police work must be reckoned a national priority that justifies some sacrifice of
competing interests. If it is indeed the case that promoting one Hispanic police sergeant out of order is
important to the effectiveness of the Chicago police in protecting the people of the city from crime, the
fact that this out-of-order promotion technically is "racial discrimination," though its impact, incidence,
and motivation are remote from the impact, incidence, and motivation that have shaped the current legal
view of racial discrimination, does not strike us as an impressive counter-weight. n100
Posner is not alone in promoting the legality of instrumental uses of race. In Talbert v. City of Richmond, n101 the
Fourth Circuit reviewed a claim by the city to use race as a factor in promoting minorities to the top ranks [*696] of
the police department in order to "advance the operational needs of the police department by achieving diversity . . . . It
viewed such diversity as important to effective law enforcement in a city whose population was approximately 50%
black." n102 The court agreed, relying on Justice Powell's analysis in Bakke (despite the tight connection of Powell's
argument and the educational context), and reversed a district court's finding that a police department's consideration of
race in denying promotion to a white officer violated the equal protection clause. n103 In Patrolmen's Benevolent Ass'n
v. City of New York, n104 a federal district court held that using race-specific hiring measures in response to the threat
of racial unrest was a compelling interest of effective law enforcement. This case involved the police commissioner of
New York attempting to move Haitian and black police officers into Haitian neighborhoods to quell the threat of riots
following the brutal beating by white police officers of Abner Louima. n105 The court argued that "in order to carry
out its mission, a police force must appear to be unbiased, must be respected by the community it serves and must be
able to communicate with the public." n106 Most recently, in Petit v. City of Chicago, n107 the Seventh Circuit relied
on Grutter to defend "a compelling operational need for a diverse police department . . . in order to set the proper tone
in the department and to earn the trust of the community, which in turn increases police effectiveness in protecting the
city." n108
In the Louima case, black officers objected to being moved to these neighborhoods. They argued that their status
was lowered, that they lost promotion opportunities, and that their new precinct was "hostile and difficult[,] . . . [leading
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some of the officers to fear] for the safety of themselves and their families." n109 Similar situations occurred in
Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Delmonte, n110 where black police officers complained of being placed in high crime,
high risk areas, n111 and in Perez v. FBI, n112 where Latino officers complained of being segmented into jobs that led
to fewer promotions and employment opportunities. n113 Moreover, in Perez, like the Louima case, a closer
examination would have found the supposed BFOQ to be questionable. Here, the defense attempted to introduce
evidence that
[*697] current assignment rosters reflect that Spanish speaking agents, both Anglo and Hispanic, are
similarly available and assigned to these wiretaps. However, not one Anglo agent appeared and testified
that his Spanish language skills have been used in a similar manner on Title III wiretap duty. On the
contrary, Hispanic agent after agent testified they have never seen an Anglo Spanish speaker on a Title
III wiretap assignment in their career. Class members testified to the existence of a widely recognized
"Taco Circuit" or "Tortilla Circuit" whereby Hispanic Spanish speaking agents were regularly chosen for
30 to 90 day assignments doing wiretap duty. They shared this duty with other Hispanic Spanish
speaking agents. They saw the same faces and conspicuously did not see Anglo Spanish speakers. Some
witnesses had performed 20 to 25 wiretaps lasting a minimum of 30 days each never observing one nonHispanic sharing similar duty. Hispanic agents who qualified under the accountant and lawyer programs
are not immune from assignment to wiretaps for significant periods at significant frequency. Agents
testified that a widely used aphorism in the Bureau is "[other than Hispanic language specialist Special
Agents,] only Hispanic accountants and only Hispanic lawyers sit on wiretaps." n114
This type of stereotyping is similar to that which courts have denounced in the gender BFOQ cases. In the gender
context as noted above, courts regularly show awareness of the danger of stereotypes underlying BFOQs. This problem
highlights a major difference between instrumental affirmative action and the older affirmative action based on remedial
rationales. The former can be used to limit opportunities for minorities, slotting them into jobs where employers believe
they are best suited, while reserving often more desirable jobs for other groups.
Perez also brings up a potentially significant anomaly. Although sometimes treated as a racial group in Reynolds,
courts arguably could be treating "Latino" as a national origin category. When they do so, they can more easily take
advantage of Title VII's national origin BFOQ exception. But if the case law develops in this way, we could end up in a
situation where police departments, or an employer, can freely hire and employ Latinos in certain jobs, such as policing
Latino neighborhoods, while being prohibited from hiring African-Americans in an analogous way. This potential
anomaly highlights the specific historical context of Title VII's origin where severe Jim Crow discrimination was the
primary concern and other types of discrimination were secondary or afterthoughts.
[*698] B. Teaching and Education
As with police work, race BFOQs in teaching developed in response to the late 1960s rioting. This was not the first
discussion of a teacher's race as relevant to the effectiveness of the teaching--W.E.B. DuBois, for instance, was
suspicious of the NAACP's effort to desegregate Southern schools because he believed that black teachers could better
understand black children, would be more sensitive to their needs, and would therefore be better teachers. n115 It was
only in the aftermath of the riots and violent strikes over school curriculum in many urban areas that such thinking
became widespread and to some extent accepted. n116 But whereas courts have been increasingly inclined to accept
race BFOQs for policing, they have sent mixed signals on the legality of race BFOQs in teaching. This inconsistency is
further compounded with the Supreme Court's decisions on university admissions. Courts tend to find compelling
interests for instrumental affirmative action in some areas, while refusing to find it in others.
For example, a New York case, In re Council of Supervisory Assns. v. Board of Education, n117 concerned the
New York City Board of Education's decision to create a new position, Principal of a new Demonstration Elementary
School. The board declared this position would be temporary and experimental, and it made appointments thereto on the
basis of the applicant's "knowledge and relationship with disadvantaged communities, and of the cultural level there,
etc." n118 The court held that the
position could not lawfully be filled on the basis of race; but experience with the race problem in relation
to education should become an essential and objectively measured standard for the position. The fact that
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some proponents of experimental changes argued this would mean selection only from members of the
ethnic groups themselves, as this record suggests, is not decisive. n119
At the same time, one federal district court approved of a race BFOQ on constitutional grounds, though it did not
recognize explicitly that this is what it was doing. The case, Porcelli v. Titus, n120 involved the school system in the
city of Newark, New Jersey, which had been the site of some of 1967's worst rioting. Franklyn Titus, the Superintendent
of Schools, had [*699] urged the School Board to suspend the normal procedure of promoting teachers to
administrative level jobs, which had involved promotion lists based on an examination procedure. The move, which was
accepted by the School Board, would allow more blacks to move to these administrative positions. In Titus's testimony,
cited in the opinion, he explained that in the more than two decades since the old promotion procedure was developed,
"the conditions in the City had changed, educational philosophy had changed. There was a high (sic) premium on
sensitivity than had existed hitherto." n121 Titus continued:
Sensitivity, as I see it, is that element of a person's personality which makes him aware of the problems
of the ghetto, unique to the circumstances surrounding being a member of a minority group, sensitive to
the educational needs that go (sic) out of the deprived conditions in many of our--most of our
neighborhoods . . . . As I see it, and I see it very clearly in my own mind, anybody who is in a position of
leadership today in a city like Newark has to be able to identify, has to be able to understand. n122
Titus also explained, with support from other witnesses, that suspension of the promotion lists was the right move
because the lists "didn't represent the kinds of racial mix that I feel is most important in accomplishing an educational
program in the City of Newark." n123
Various educational experts, arguing that an "educational crisis" existed in Newark, also testified in the case. This
was supported with evidence of reading levels which were consistently below the national median at all levels. Dr.
Robert Trent, an urban education professor at Brooklyn College, testified that "if you want significant change in the
school performance of the ghetto population, it is highly advisable to involve as much as you can competent black
professionals." n124 Trent argued that blacks could serve as inspiring role models, would be better at disciplining black
children, and would be better at bringing black parents into the educational process. n125 Though not acknowledging
its support for a race BFOQ, the court used instrumental logic: "Despite a desire to provide an avenue for the
appointment of more Negro administrators, the ultimate objective of the Board was to promote those persons most
qualified to suit the needs of the Newark school system." n126 The plaintiffs appealed and lost. n127
[*700] Race BFOQs for teachers developed on a parallel track for Latinos. In this case, the issue was not riot
control but cultural compatibility. When the National Education Association began to advocate bilingual education in
1966, it emphasized that teachers should know the local colloquial constructions and cultural background of the
students. It strongly recommended that "Spanish teachers for native speakers of Spanish be themselves native speakers
of Spanish. As much as possible, these persons should have a background similar to that of the students whom they are
to teach." n128 When Senator Ralph Yarborough submitted the first version of his bill that was to become the Bilingual
Education Act, he argued it would offer federal financial assistance for local bilingual education programs that taught
Latino students Spanish and English as a second language, foster "knowledge of and pride in their ancestral culture and
language," and attract teachers of "Mexican or Puerto Rican descent." n129 This explicit ethno-racial targeting,
however, was taken out of the bill at the urging of the Johnson administration. As with the case of the police, the
emphasis in teacher hiring is usually on cultural and linguistic training, a universalist approach that does not make race
a BFOQ. This approach, however, is always one step away from instrumental affirmative action: Who would better
understand minority children or provide a role model than a minority teacher?
Therefore, race as a BFOQ is today usually implicit, and sometimes explicit, in discussion of teacher hiring for
minority students. Education scholars Philip C. Chinn and Gay Yuen Wong explain the logic for the case of Asian and
Pacific American ("APA") students:
APA educators are needed in our schools to serve a number of functions. As with other ethnic
minority teachers, APA teachers serve as role models for APA children, as well as for children of other
ethnic groups. The absence of APA teachers distorts social reality and is detrimental to both students and
teachers of all ethnic groups. The entire educational system suffers from the underrepresentation of
teachers from APA and other ethnic groups. Minority teachers enrich their classrooms by contributing
unique cultural characteristics. n130
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Other work by education scholars celebrates the ability of minority teachers [*701] to use their cultural solidarity with
co-racial students. They can use familiar cultural patterns and culturally compatible communication styles to
successfully bring student experiences into their teaching methods. n131
Texas's Education Agency makes these ideas a matter of policy. A 1994 agency report stated openly that its goal
was to make teachers reflect the demographics of the state. Race was a BFOQ because minority teachers were good for
both minority students and non-minority teachers. For the students, minority teachers are role models who signal that
the students can aspire to teaching careers, and these minority teachers can also provide "more successful" interaction.
For example, studies showed that non-Latino teachers were more likely to assign Latino students to special education
classes than were Latino teachers. n132 White teachers, the agency maintained, would benefit from greater knowledge
and understanding of different cultures. n133 In California, a 1988 law, the Community College Reform Act
(Assembly Bill 1725), announced a long-term mandate that the staff of this school system should mirror California's
ethno-racial diversity by 2005 and put in place various hiring goals along the way. n134 Although the logic of the racial
BFOQ was not always explicit, it was understood as part of the state adapting to a more multicultural citizen base. The
hiring goals varied, with some places aiming for thirty percent minorities, and others, such as San Diego, seeking a fifty
percent minority faculty. n135
Courts have also been ambivalent about the role of race in education, and the opinions over the past few decades
have carved out incongruous positions. For example, instrumental affirmative action is acceptable for the selection of
students, but not (with the exception of Porcelli) teachers. This is surprising because the logic used to justify
instrumental affirmative action for students, in what amounts to a race BFOQ preference or instrumental affirmative
action, can easily be applied to teachers. (Indeed, as discussed above, one court used Bakke and another Grutter to
justify a race BFOQ for police officers.)
In Wygant, for instance, Justice Powell explicitly rejected the notion supported today by the state of Texas and
many education scholars that minorities are necessary as role models. n136 Staying within the old model of affirmative
action, Powell argued that the role model theory had no logical stopping point, would allow race preferences beyond
any remedial purpose, n137 [*702] and
because the role model theory does not necessarily bear a relationship to the harm caused by prior
discriminatory hiring practices, it actually could be used to escape the obligation to remedy such
practices by justifying the small percentage of black teachers by reference to the small percentage of
black students. . . . Carried to its logical extreme, the idea that black students are better off with black
teachers could lead to the very system the Court rejected in Brown v. Board of Education. n138
More recently, in Taxman v. Board of Education, n139 the Third Circuit rejected the diversity argument in the
laying off of a white teacher and the retention of an African-American, further elaborating the emerging position that,
though the Constitution might allow instrumental affirmative action, equal opportunity under Title VII must be
backward-looking and based on discrimination. n140 Relying on Weber, the opinion explicitly rejected any
instrumental rationale for Title VII cases, including a diversity rationale for race preferences for school teachers, stating
that "[the court was] convinced that unless an affirmative action plan has a remedial purpose, it cannot be said to mirror
the purposes of the statute." n141
At the same time, courts, and most notably the Supreme Court in Bakke and now Grutter, have upheld instrumental
affirmative action for students in higher education. Again, it was the spirit of instrumental affirmative action used as a
compelling interest under the Fourteenth Amendment that did the trick. In Bakke, Justice Powell rejected the University
of California's professed interest in "reducing the historic deficit of traditionally disfavored minorities in medical
schools and in the medical profession" as an unlawful interest in racial balancing. n142 He also rejected an interest in
remedying societal discrimination because such measures would risk placing unnecessary burdens on innocent third
parties "who bear no responsibility for whatever harm the beneficiaries of the special admissions program are thought to
have suffered." n143 Only student diversity was a compelling goal because the "'nation's future depends upon [*703]
leaders trained through wide exposure' to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this Nation of many peoples."
n144 The Court did not explain why this "wide exposure" should not also extend to teachers.
As mentioned earlier, the use of instrumental goals for affirmative action is perhaps most striking in the recent
amicus curae brief by retired military leaders defending the University of Michigan in the Grutter case. n145 The brief
begins with the claim that "a highly qualified, racially diverse officer corps educated and trained to command our
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nation's racially diverse enlisted ranks is essential to the military's ability to fulfill its principle mission to provide
national security." n146 Relying extensively on Wittmer, the brief emphasizes that the compelling interest in
diversifying the military is not so much about past discrimination, but rather "an effective military." n147 The value on
diversity came from a "practical recognition that the military's need for manpower and its efficient, effective
deployment required integration." n148 Even to the degree that the brief recognized ongoing discrimination, it did not
use it to justify affirmative action directly; the brief argues instead that "perceptions" of discrimination "led to low
morale and heightened racial tension." n149 Efficiency, productiveness, and national security are the key terms used
throughout the brief. "Doing affirmative action the right way is deadly serious for us," they cite from a President's
Report, because "people's lives depend on it." n150 Briefs from higher education elites are little different. The brief
from elite universities stated that
highly selective universities have long defined as one of their central missions the training of the nation's
business, government, academic, and professional leaders. By creating a broadly diverse class, amici's
admissions policies help to assure that their graduates are well prepared to succeed in an increasingly
complex and multi-racial society. n151
They make clear that the issue is not discrimination: "the educational diversity interest is contextually limited by its link
to the teaching mission of [*704] the university in a way that an interest in remedying societal discrimination never
could be." n152
C. Businesses, Large and Small
Instrumental affirmative action in business hiring has been running on two different tracks since the late 1960s.
There is "diversity" hiring in mainstream, large corporations which is sometimes accompanied by public relations
fanfare. There is also a messier and hidden BFOQ hiring occurring in small businesses and ethnic niche operations.
Both had their start, as did the police and school race BFOQs, in the aftermath of the riots of the 1960s. By 1967 and
1968, business elites were increasingly advocating race-based hiring, not to remedy past or present discrimination, but
to buy urban peace. An article in the Harvard Business Review urged businesses to target hiring urban blacks to prevent
more rioting. Businesses required a peaceful plant, store, or office environment, so special help for blacks was sound
business practice. This leading business publication thus advocated special attempts at recruitment, elimination of
traditional job testing and qualifications, and special treatment and training programs. n153 Similarly, the Ad Council,
a group of advertising executives and businessmen producing public service announcements, swung into action in 1968
with a "Crisis Series" of advertising promotions. The Council and the National Alliance of Businessmen produced a
campaign which implored business, according to one observer, "to give jobs to ghetto blacks before their businesses
burned down." n154 The campaign received the largest amount of support of the Council's endeavors, with the business
press contributing 306 full advertising pages. n155
The instrumental logic became widespread--black violence was to be controlled by hiring black Americans. U.S.
News & World Report described a series of business moves demonstrating this sentiment, such as Jersey Bell hiring
black high school dropouts who failed the normal application tests or Standard Oil hiring black employees with arrest
records for work at service stations. The article explained, "The aim would be to ease discontent that has brought
violence and destruction to many of America's big cities in recent summers." n156 Several other prominent businesses
and scholars noted the importance of black employment to manage violence. Prudential Insurance began to aid innercity businesses [*705] and hire more blacks after a riot in their home city of Newark. Paul Gorman, president of Bell
System's Western Electric Company, told the Wall Street Journal, "If the cities continue to deteriorate, our investments
will inevitably deteriorate with them." n157 Wharton School professor Herbert Northrup argued, "The more educated,
the more experienced and more integrated the Negro labor force becomes, the less tension and the fewer problems we'll
have in this country." n158 He advocated lowering hiring standards to increase minority employment, warning,
"Industry in this country cannot survive with an unintegrated, angry minority." n159 Ford Motor Company and
seventeen other firms promised several thousand jobs to employ inner-city residents and actually hired 55,000 persons.
n160 Ford also established two employment offices in inner-city Detroit. n161 In personally organizing the National
Alliance of Business, created to secure promises of job openings from private businesses, President Johnson explained
why race mattered in hiring and race-conscious hiring was good for business: "You can put these people to work and
you won't have a revolution because they've been left out. If they're working, they won't be throwing bombs in your
homes and plants. Keep them busy and they won't have time to burn your cars." n162
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From these beginnings the regulations of affirmative action were born; race targeting to manage the crisis in the
cities merged with discrimination law. For the legal regulations, civil rights administrators dropped any reference to the
instrumental logic then being uttered by so many in politics and business. But instrumental arguments for employment
affirmative action made a comeback in the 1980s. Erin Kelly and Frank Dobbin document the changes that took place in
businesses in response to the changes in the legal environment. n163 Beginning in the early 1970s, large business
(especially those with government contracts, which required them to have affirmative action plans) began to establish
Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Offices within their organizational structure. These offices
initiated a variety of practices, including targeted recruitment and training of minorities, as well as a variety of colorblind [*706] efforts to cast a wide net and bring equal opportunity to company employment practices. However, in the
1980s, the Reagan administration began to weaken enforcement of both Title VII and affirmative action regulations.
n164 Too politically timid to end affirmative action or change the regulations, the EEOC and Labor Department simply
stopped enforcing the law with any rigor. n165 Larger businesses also reduced their efforts to use affirmative action to
hire and promote more minorities. Kelly and Dobbin's analysis of the professional writings of human resource and
personnel professionals shows how they reinvented themselves in order to justify their continued existence in the
climate of weak law enforcement. n166 Rather than a role based on compliance with the then weakly enforced law,
they began to argue that affirmative action was good for companies regardless of whether or not the government
demanded it. Using the language of 'diversity' that had begun in the context of higher education, they unintentionally
and implicitly fashioned a new BFOQ rationale for race-based hiring and promotion. They asserted, with increasing
confidence to a receptive corporate audience, that Ethno-racial diversity (understood as white, black, Latino, and Asian)
was good business and therefore padded the profit margin. n167 Diversity brought in fresh ideas and allowed better
understanding of minority client bases. This effort received a significant boost when President Reagan's Department of
Labor issued a report, Workforce 2000, which warned of demographic changes in the nation's labor supply involving
growing numbers of minorities who were being frozen out of jobs. n168 As part of adoptions to these changes, as well
as a more global marketplace, instrumental affirmative action gained significant new support.
Journalists noticed the surprising attachment of "Big Business" to affirmative action. In 1982, OFCCP director
Ellen Shong told an incredulous Fortune writer that business does indeed like the affirmative action system, even if they
have not discriminated against minorities or women. n169 When news of some members of the Reagan Justice
Department's proposed changes to Executive Order 11246 reached Merck Corporation chairman John L. Hulck, he said,
"We will continue goals and timetables [*707] no matter what the government does . . . . They are part of our culture
and corporate procedures." n170 John M. Stafford, head of Pillsbury, declared, "It has become clear to us that an
aggressive affirmative action program makes a lot of sense. So if the executive order is [rescinded], it wouldn't affect
us." n171
These views were not uncommon. A survey of CEOs of large corporations gathered 127 responses to a question
regarding affirmative action procedures, and more than ninety percent said that "numerical objectives" in hiring goals
were used partly to achieve "corporate objectives unrelated to government regulations." n172 One hundred twenty-two
of 128 said they would continue to use numerical goals to track progress of women and minorities in the corporation
even if the government stopped requiring it. n173 Big Business support continued through the 1990s. In 1995, a
spokesperson for the Business Roundtable's Washington office said, "We feel diversity is critical" and explained that
"CEOs think it's the right thing to do and it only makes sense." n174
In 2003, the amicus brief in the Michigan cases from a group of big businesses showed full conversion to the idea
of diversity and instrumental affirmative action/race BFOQ. Briefs by Fortune 500 companies such as 3M and General
Motors emphasized that the skills for today's increasingly global economy necessitate exposure to widely diverse
people, cultures, ideas, and viewpoints. n175 Boeing, for instance, pointed out that they sell seventy percent of their
products to international customers. n176 MTV emphasized that diversity was "essential to the continual innovation
required for success in the industry . . . ." n177 MTV added, "It seems self-evident that a person from a Puerto-Rican
community, who speaks Spanish, and grew [*708] up listening to Puerto-Rican influenced music likely will add value
to the process of developing authentic programming and effective marketing to the 'Latin' niche." n178
The other source of business support for race BFOQs is small urban employers, including those owned by both the
native-born and immigrants. The race BFOQ at this level comes in different versions. The first is basically oldfashioned discrimination; employers believe certain racial groups make the best employees. In research of small
business hiring in Los Angeles, Roger Waldinger and Michael Lichter found that for low-skilled jobs, employers put an
emphasis on "attitude," especially regarding willingness to do low-status work at low wages. n179 Another quality is
the ability to get along with others in a team. n180 Since these are both hard to measure, employers look for objective
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indicators of a worker's attitude. n181 Race is an obvious marker, and one that employers believe strongly correlates
with attitude. n182 They believe that some workers tend to be more submissive and compliant and others more
assertive and troublesome. n183 More specifically, many managers prefer Latinos and Asians over whites and blacks
because of a perception of superior work ethic, and then tend to praise Latinos especially for their loyalty toward the
company. n184 When attitude is important for a job, blacks are perceived at the bottom; race becomes a disqualification. n185 Other studies examining other cities, including Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, and New York,
have found a similar preference for immigrants over native-born, and an aversion to blacks. n186
The emphasis on teamwork interacts with another factor that pushes [*709] employers toward a race BFOQ.
Though courts have usually found word-of-mouth or referral-based recruitment to be illegal when used by whites with a
mostly white workforce, n187 numerous studies find that small employers continue to strongly rely on it. n188 In
Waldinger and Lichter's survey of Los Angeles area restaurants, hotels, printers, furniture manufacturers, department
stores, and hospitals, ninety-three percent used referrals. n189 A majority used referrals as the primary method of
recruitment. n190 Other survey data, from Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, and Los Angeles, shows much lower numbers
(about twenty-five percent), yet referrals are still named among the most commonly used methods of recruitment,
trailing only newspaper ads by a few percentage points. n191
This referral hiring is attractive for two reasons. First, it is cheap. Second, it brings in good workers who are
perceived by employers as easily able to fit in. As Lichter and Waldinger explain, referral hires tend to be copies of the
current workforce, and referrals therefore minimize uncertainty and risk. n192 If the enterprise is immigrant owned and
operated, it is not surprising to find use of a co-ethnic workforce, n193 though in many instances, there are not enough
co-ethnics to work for the entrepreneur, as is sometimes the case for Korean entrepreneurs. n194 Relying on these
networks also minimizes conflict. Referral hiring reproduces ethnic or racial patterns in the workforce, n195 and ethnic
or racial homogeneity minimizes conflict. n196 Employers who have mostly Latino workforces, for example, have
trouble retaining non-Latino whites or black workers. n197 For most employers, language compatibility is also a factor
in fitting in and thus also for hiring. n198
The legality of word-of-mouth hiring appears to be in flux. Courts have shown disapproval in the past, when whites
used it to benefit other [*710] whites, because it was racially discriminatory against blacks. But in more recent
decisions that deal with referral hiring bringing in Latinos or Asians, though the practice is still discriminating against
blacks (indeed, this racial effect is part of its appeal) they have approved it. In the late 1980s, the EEOC targeted small
businesses that had hired many immigrants in Chicago. The giant Midwestern metropolis exhibited immigration
patterns similar to those in New York and Los Angeles, as large numbers of immigrants, including many from Latin
America, Asia, and Eastern Europe came to seek employment along with a large population base of African-Americans
and whites. The EEOC brought suit against firms that employed more Latinos, Asian-Americans and immigrant EuroAmericans than African-Americans and relied on word-of-mouth hiring to bring in these workers. In a judicial climate
somewhat less accommodating to discrimination charges than had existed in the 1970s and early 1980s, n199 the
results of those decisions show the courts more willing to tolerate word-of-mouth hiring, at least in cases where nonwhite immigrants benefit.
In EEOC v. Chicago Miniature Lamp Works, n200 the EEOC lost its case against a small manufacturer of light
bulbs, located in a mostly Latino and Asian neighborhood on Chicago's North Side. Entry-level jobs were low paying,
required little education, skills or English ability. They were light manufacturing jobs requiring only some basic manual
dexterity. Between 1970 and 1981, the percentage of black workers had increased from four and one half to six and one
half percent, while Latinos increased from forty to sixty-six percent and Asians from zero to sixteen and one half
percent. Latinos and Asians told their friends of the jobs and Miniature Lamp hired on the basis of these employee
referrals. The court threw out the EEOC case, arguing that the EEOC's hiring statistics did not properly take into
account the effects of commuting distance and the extra desire of immigrants to pursue jobs where English fluency was
not required. n201 Though African-Americans were excluded from the co-ethnic networks, the court ruled that
Miniature Lamp only passively relied on the word-of-mouth recruitment that the mostly immigrant employees used,
without encouragement or direction from the employers. n202
Another Chicago case, EEOC v. Consolidated Service Systems, n203 involved a Korean American-owned
custodial service company. Consolidated [*711] hired a lot of Koreans: though less than one percent of the Cook
County workforce was Korean and barely more than this was in the janitor business, in the first four years the owner
was in control of Consolidated, seventy-three percent of applicants for jobs and eighty-one percent of the people hired
were Korean. Less than twenty percent of the workforce was non-Korean. The court did not disclose the makeup of this
group, only referring to them as "non-Koreans." Consolidated's owner relied almost totally on word-of-mouth hiring. He
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once advertised in the Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Sun-Times, and in a Korean newspaper for jobs, but never hired
anyone from this method. The Seventh Circuit held for Consolidated. As in the Miniature Lamp case, the court ruled
that Consolidated's passive stance was acceptable, and indeed the sensible course, as it brought in good workers and was
"the cheapest method of recruitment." n204 The EEOC argued that Consolidated admitted discrimination when its
expert witness, sociologist William Liu, explained that it was "natural" for a recent immigrant from Korea to hire other
Koreans, since they share a common culture, and this would produce a disproportionately Korean workforce. n205 The
court rejected the notion that this was discrimination: "Well, of course. People who share a common culture tend to
work together as well as marry together and socialize together. That is not evidence of illegal discrimination." n206
The court further cautioned that if the firm had hired no "non-Koreans," then "this would support, perhaps decisively, an
inference of discrimination." n207
Beside one hundred percent racial exclusivity, there are limits to courts allowing referral hiring. The EEOC finally
had a successful case when it sued O&G Spring and Wire Forms Specialty Company, n208 a Chicago light
manufacturer owned by an immigrant from Poland named Ted Gryezkiewicz. O&G employed about fifty persons, with
thirty-five of them in low-skilled jobs where English-speaking ability was not a requirement. O&G relied on word-ofmouth hiring, but occasionally on walk-in applications as well. The workforce consisted mainly of Polish immigrants
and Latinos, and the workers often spoke Polish and Spanish on the job. This time, the EEOC focused on the
composition of workers. Instead of simply saying "non-Polish" (of which there were many Latinos), the EEOC highlighted the fact that there were no African-Americans. n209 The EEOC won. The crucial differences in the O&G case
seemed to be the occasional use of walk-in applications (that could go beyond the immigrant networks in hiring),
[*712] the EEOC decision to separate African-Americans from the other groups in its statistical analysis, and the fact
that O&G hired zero African-Americans. Perhaps also the court saw the case differently because the firm was whiteowned and hiring practices benefited white ethnic groups. But it seemed clear that the case involved extraordinary
circumstances, and that immigrants' use of their networks to fill in workforces in ways that excluded African-Americans
would be legal. In fact, had O&G relied only on (passive) immigrant networks, as had the Korean-owned company that
was more racially exclusive, the case would have likely failed. In Judge Manion's dissent in the O&G case, he cited
dicta from Judge Posner's opinion in Consolidated that expressed approval for immigrant hiring:
In a nation of immigrants, this must be reckoned an ominous case despite its outcome. The United
States has many recent immigrants, and today as historically they tend to cluster in their own
communities, united by ties of language, culture, and background. Often they form small businesses
composed largely of relatives, friends, and other members of their community, and they obtain new
employees by word of mouth. These small businesses--grocery stores, furniture stores, cleaning services,
restaurants, gas stations--have been for many immigrant groups, and continue to be, the first rung on the
ladder of American success. Derided as clannish, resented for their ambition and hard work, hated or
despised for their otherness, recent immigrants are frequent targets of discrimination, some of it violent.
It would be a bitter irony if the federal agency dedicated to enforcing the antidiscrimination laws
succeeded in using those laws to kick these people off the ladder by compelling them to institute costly
systems of hiring. n210
Yet another race BFOQ is based on customer tastes. In this case, the rationale is widespread in the business world,
but unlitigated when it amounts to instrumental affirmative action for minorities. Though courts have ruled that
customer tastes cannot be used to justify race BFOQs for whites, n211 the desire to match minority workers to the
ethnicity or race of the client base is mostly unchallenged in urban America. Moss and Tilly's [*713] study of Atlanta,
Boston, Detroit, and Los Angeles found that seventy percent of retailers admit to race matching for their client base.
n212 Twenty percent of retailers say customers or employees prefer co-ethnic workers. n213 Sometimes the issue is
mostly language, but it can also be simply ethnicity or race, as Waldinger and Lichter explain:
The changing clientele leads the retailers to conclude that "the employee base has to reflect the customer
base." In one instance, that employee base may be "white, because it matches the demographics of the
area," but in another, "to match our store to the people who come to the store," managers "try hard to
have Spanish-speaking people and the Middle Eastern language group--Persians, Iranians, Afghans,
Armenian." "We do have associates who speak to customers in Spanish, Farsi, et cetera, if the customer
feels more comfortable that way," noted a manager of a mainline department store. A discounter,
"catering to a high degree of an ethnic background" and trying to "hire from the community," felt that
persons with "strong Spanish accents or whatever" could easily fit into the store. n214
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In their study, they found race or ethnicity matching to be common in hospitals and in department stores, that for larger
organizations there is "a premium on a workforce mirroring the composition of the neighborhoods served," and that it
was a matter of customer preferences. n215
Though there are no Supreme Court cases assessing instrumental affirmative action in the business world, there is
one line of business where we would expect the Court to be especially sympathetic--news organizations. As with police
and school teachers, the racial violence of the late 1960s and, specifically, the report of the Kerner Commission,
precipitated the perception that the hiring of minority journalists would have instrumental benefits and was perhaps
even necessary to cover minority news and minority problems. The Kerner report noted the extreme underrepresentation of blacks on newspaper staffs and argued that "the media report and write from the standpoint of a white
man's world." n216 The report therefore argued that more black reporters would yield benefits. "We believe that the
news media themselves, their audiences and the country will profit from these undertakings" to recruit more blacks, the
Commission explained, adding "if the media are to report with understanding, wisdom [*714] and sympathy on the
problems of the cities and the problems of the black man . . . they must employ, promote and listen to Negro
journalists." n217 Since the late 1960s, other commentators have affirmed this argument. n218
Though not examining the question of race preferences for employment of journalists, the Supreme Court touched
on these issues in Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC n219 and indicated a special consideration for race preferences
where First Amendment issues are at stake. The case involved a FCC policy of giving a plus to minority-owned firm
applicants for new radio and television licenses and a privileged position to obtain licenses transferred from existing
broadcasters. n220 The FCC provided an instrumental rationale for its race preference:
We are compelled to observe that the views of racial minorities continue to be inadequately represented
in the broadcast media. This situation is detrimental not only to the minority audience but to all of the
viewing and listening public. Adequate representation of minority viewpoints in programming serves not
only the needs and interests of the minority community but also enriches and educates the non-minority
audience. It enhances the diversified programming which is a key objective not only of the
Communications Act of 1934 but also of the First Amendment. n221
Noting that the FCC's actions were a response to congressional directives, the Court used intermediate review and
approved broadcast diversity as an important purpose. n222 Justice Stevens's concurring opinion showed the strongest
support for instrumental affirmative action in broadcast licensing and other areas: "The public interest in broadcast
diversity--like the interest in an integrated police force, diversity in the composition of a public school faculty or
diversity in the student body of a professional school--is in my view unquestionably legitimate." n223
D. Voting Rights and Descriptive Representation: Resisting the Instrumental Use of Race
While we have detailed the proliferation of instrumental affirmative action [*715] by employers and policy
makers in a wide range of sectors, and increasingly by the courts in recognizing and legitimating its use, the legality of
this approach has not been extended to all arenas. One of the most interesting contrasts to the expanding use of race
BFOQs under the law has been the Supreme Court's recent retraction in the area of voting rights. This is perhaps ironic
since there are few areas in American life where the spirit of using race as a BFOQ is as widely used by both politicians
and voters. Large portions of the public have long used and continue to seemingly use a race BFOQ in their decisions as
to who should represent them in public office. n224 The historical record of politicians playing up their racial
qualifications as a BFOQ during their campaigns is similarly extensive. n225 This is in many ways both the intent and
direct result of the American [*716] representative process. The United States political system is one that divides
voters into small geographic spheres that emphasize "communities of interest," whether racial, economic, religious, or
other. n226 Because of this, politicians regardless of race tend to practice "home style" approaches to representation
that emphasize a connection to voters based on a single and often demographic attribute. n227 As Katherine Tate points
out, "Blacks are not alone in their strong appreciation of being descriptively represented; all Americans place a strong
value on it as a component of political representation continuously stressed by members of those elected to the U.S.
Congress." n228 It should not be surprising, then, that studies find newly elected black, Latino, and Asian-American
representatives behaving similarly in a race-conscious fashion. n229
Since the passage of voting rights reforms in 1982, however, there has been a fierce debate over whether
"descriptive representation," the idea that the representative should have the same socio-economic background [*717]
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or demographic characteristics as the people he or she is representing, should be legislated into the drawing of
congressional and state electoral districts. On the one hand, there is general unanimity for the broad concept of a racially
diverse set of legislators. Even Abigail Thernstrom, a prominent critic of race-conscious measures, defends the
importance of racial diversity among elected officials: "Whether on a city council, on a county commission, or in the
state legislature, blacks inhibit the expression of prejudice, act as spokesmen for black interests, dispense patronage, and
often facilitate the discussion of topics (such as black crime) that whites are reluctant to raise." n230 Moreover, voting
rights legislation is particularly race conscious in its design. As Pamela Karlan points out, "Unlike other pieces of
American antidiscrimination doctrine, voting-rights law entertains the possibility that geographic and political
separation may remain facts of life, and it responds with the second-best solution of adjusting political rules to this
unfortunate reality." n231
The recognition by scholars and in the law that race matters in voting has led scholars to debate whether black
voters are able to elect candidates of their choice (regardless of race) in districts where they are a numerical minority in
the electoral arena. n232 Early court decisions responded to arguments that racial minorities could not elect candidates
of their choosing, and thus were not represented, by authorizing the use of majority-minority districts. n233 But this
segment of the debate, as it is framed, is not about an instrumental use of race per se, and instead dovetails nicely with
traditional arguments that defend affirmative action--all it asks is that in the process of designing electoral districts,
politicians and judges need to be cognizant of the ways in which this process both historically and currently
discriminates [*718] against African-Americans and other people of color. n234 Similar to other forms of affirmative
action, this approach has been recently restricted by the Supreme Court as it has made levels of proof of discrimination
far more difficult to find. n235
However, instrumental approaches to electing racial minorities to office--in this case the value of descriptive
representation--have not received much fanfare in their stead. After the protests and civil uprisings in the 1960s, there
were calls (as we have seen in other venues) for placing blacks, women, and other minority groups in representative
positions. The Democratic Party's McGovern-Fraser reforms were particularly notable as they created race and gender
quotas for party delegates. n236 On occasion, the Supreme Court was similarly cognizant of descriptive
representation's place in the electoral process. n237 Since then, some scholars have found empirical evidence
demonstrating the positive impact of descriptive representation, n238 and at least a few political theorists have
promoted not only a greater recognition and politicization of race-consciousness, but also a specific emphasis on the
importance of descriptive representation and the opportunity of groups to be represented on grounds of their race, sex,
and ethnicity. n239 Policy-makers consistently use race as a proxy for voting behavior, [*719] one that is quite
understandable given the high levels with which black and Mexican-American voters identify with the Democratic
Party. n240
But while the instrumental model may exist in societal practice, it has few supporters in the academic and legal
community. Most scholars, including those who promote descriptive representation, are careful to avoid arguing that
there is something essential or instrumental about race itself. n241 As Jane Mansbridge writes:
The primary function of representative democracy is to represent, through both deliberation and
aggregation, the substantive interests of the represented. Descriptive representation should be judged
primarily on this criterion. When non-descriptive representatives have, for various reasons, greater ability
to represent the substantive interests of their constituents, this is a major argument against descriptive
representation. n242
Instead, these scholars emphasize the historic consequences of discrimination and the need to provide representation to
remedy the inequalities that have resulted from systemic prejudice. n243 Best known for this argument is Lani Guinier,
who has criticized the emphasis in voting rights law of securing [*720] more black elected officials on the grounds that
it essentializes race by assuming that black politicians are representative on the virtue of their race. n244 If black
politicians are assumed authentic simply on the basis of their race, she argues, they are relieved of developing
appropriate agendas or articulating community demands. n245
Perhaps the reluctance to use the BFOQ model in voting rights is because we are dealing with political theorists
who deal specifically with the constructed nature of race, not policy makers who are more pragmatic and crude in their
understandings and use of race. n246 Perhaps it is also because of the failures of the Democratic Party after the
enactment of majority-minority districts in the early 1990s that instrumental arguments for race have been curtailed. Not
only did the Democrats, and hence the roughly ninety percent of African-Americans who vote for the Democratic Party,
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lose political power during this decade, but there is a wealth of academic evidence that argues that minority
representation is improved with "influence" districts as opposed to majoritarian districts. n247
But there is also seemingly something else going on with the majority of the Supreme Court's vehement opposition
to descriptive representation. After all, it is not just Justice Thomas and others on the far right side of the Court who
oppose descriptive representation, n248 but Justice O'Connor who has not only found instrumental affirmative action
applicable in higher education but has also, in dicta, stated her support for race BFOQs in policing and potentially other
areas. The Court has long applied a particular emphasis on individual rights in voting. n249 In the civil rights era case,
Anderson v. Martin, n250 the Supreme Court famously struck down on Equal Protection grounds a statute that required
the designation of the candidate's race on the ballot: "By directing the citizen's attention to the single consideration of
race or color, the State indicates that a candidate's race or color is an important--perhaps paramount--consideration in
the citizen's choice, which may decisively influence the citizen to cast his ballot along racial lines." n251 O'Connor,
writing the majority opinion in Shaw, was adamant [*721] in her opposition to race-conscious redistricting:
A reapportionment plan that includes in one district individuals who belong to the same race, but who are
otherwise widely separated by geographical and political boundaries, and who may have little in
common with one another but the color of their skin, bears an uncomfortable resemblance to political
apartheid. It reinforces the perception that members of the same racial group--regardless of their age,
education, economic status, or the community in which they live--think alike, share the same political
interests, and will prefer the same candidates at the polls. We have rejected such perceptions elsewhere
as impermissible racial stereotypes.
....
. . . [This] is altogether antithetical to our system of representative democracy. n252
For our purposes, what is interesting here is the discrepancy. Why the seeming matter-of-fact acceptance of
instrumental forms of race in certain areas of law and its disavowal in others? A more careful assessment of how and
why race is used in certain contexts is necessary. Without guiding principles, the Court has forgotten why race matters,
and should matter in certain contexts, and why it does not and should not in others.
III. CONCLUSION: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND AN ASSESSMENT
Affirmative action in the United States has been cut loose from its moorings in the nation's tragic history of racial
oppression and the law that developed to remedy that oppression. Increasingly, it is rooted in strategies to maximize the
performance of institutions. The experience of the United States shows that a history of racial oppression may not be
necessary for a country to develop widespread practices and a supporting legal regime for race-based employment. Any
country with perceived group differences might develop practices and laws similar to what has occurred in the United
States.
Not surprisingly, we already see instrumental rationales for affirmative action in other nations. Marc Galanter
describes a list of several rationales for affirmative action in India, including "integration," or the promotion of feelings
of belonging; "integrity," or the promotion of pride and self-respect [*722] that allows all members of Indian society to
contribute, and "incubation," or the promotion of skills needed to seize opportunities (this last rationale most resembling
those used in the United States when discussing why diversity is valuable). n253 Britain's discrimination law is similar
to that in the United States in that it allows job related exceptions to the prohibition of discrimination--in this case, it is
called a "genuine occupational qualification." n254 Like the United States, Britain has also had problems of police
discrimination against minority citizens; like other countries in Europe, it seems a candidate for instrumental affirmative
action in the police departments and other positions in law enforcement. n255
The possible global spread of instrumental affirmative action makes it even more important that we ask: Is the
move from the traditional affirmative action model to a BFOQ model appropriate in today's increasingly multi-ethnic
societies? For the case of the United States, perhaps not. It is quite arguable that when affirmative action is understood
in the historical/remedial model, it is most appropriately limited in use for African-Americans and other groups in
society that have experienced systematic and severe forms of discrimination sponsored by the national government.
African-American exceptionalism remains real and meaningful to this day; a point that is increasingly lost in debates on
the increasing diversity in American society. n256 Instrumental affirmative action is much more expansive in its notion
of diversity--potentially moving well beyond the few groups now included, potentially including in some contexts even
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WASP males. But it affirms and sometimes celebrates ethnic, racial, and sex difference in a manner that is devoid of
history and power. As a result, we argue that there have been unintended costs to policy and court-based efforts over the
last few decades to expanding affirmative action to include notions of diversity and the BFOQ model. It has allowed
some forms of diversity to prosper, but in the process, it has weakened the legitimacy of affirmative action to remedy
historic discrimination against those most in need. Most importantly, instrumental affirmative action may limit
opportunities for minorities in ways that remedial affirmative action does not. If blacks or any group are said to be best
at a certain task, there is a good possibility [*723] that employers will see the group as good at only that task, in effect
trapping them in a racial script or role. Moreover, if the logic of instrumental affirmative action carries over to the
dominant group--if employers believe whites are best at certain jobs, or dealing with white clients--opportunities for
racial minorities may be even more limited.
The Grutter decision, then, leaves us with as many questions as answers. The case recognizes the ways in which
race now shapes and dominates societal relations. But the decision remains inadequate in its unwillingness to recognize
that race-consciousness must be understood in a manner that connects it to the historical discrimination and power
dimensions to which race in America has always been linked. We can come to a legal framework that effectively
responds to our multi-cultural society in an increasingly inter-connected world only when race is understood as being
deeply intertwined with both historical and current societal hierarchies.
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